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Our primary focus is to create quality mobile solutions 

within your budget and schedule. By combining your ‘idea’ 

and our ‘expertise’, Primesoft excels in bridging the gap 

between vision and reality.

Primesoft  delivers 

intuitive user experiences 

with trendy and 

comprehensive solutions 

and explore technologies 

to enhance your projects

MOBILE
SOLUTIONS
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EXPERTISE
ACROSS PLATFORMS

Continuous training on latest technologies and trends and cost effective solutions with quick turnaround 

time helps us create innovative and rich mobile applications and products.

Our in-house developers possess a cumulative knowledge in the areas of Software development kits, 

scripting languages, mobile development frameworks and app development tools.

CROSS PLATFORM CAPABILITIES

NATIVE
Apps

WEB
Apps
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PLATFORM & TECHNOLOGIES

Primesoft’s team consists of industry experts having experience in 

abroad spectrum of tools and technologies. This helps us developing 

applications by incorporating the best industry standards

SMARTER TECHNOLOGY. SMARTER SOLUTIONS

iOS SDK

Windows
Mobile

BlackberryAndroid SDK

Phonegap TitaniumCSS3

JQuery MobileHTML 5 Javascript

Sencha



OUR PROJECTS
OUR WORK IN VARIOUS DOMAINS

PHARMACEUTICALS
MOBILE ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS

Mobile Electronic Medical Records provide listof patients and 

their medical records.

Flexibility to view medical records on the go.

Analyze clinical data such as medications, allergies, medical 

history and lab results.

Interactive professional medical advice.

This android product provides financial advice 

tailored to meet the needs of every individual.

Uses complex XML based survey. 

Ability to provide info, update & save the survey for 

review or completion.

PRODUCTIVITY
SMARTBACKUP

Back up phone data such as contacts, media & files 

to a secure cloud server and restores to the same 

phone or other devices.

Selective ‘backup & restore ‘option & Supports 

thumbnail preview.

For Android, iOS, Blackberry & Windows phones.

SOCIAL MEDIA
SOC NETWORKING

A Location based social networking service for Android & 

iPhone.

Users can post their ideas, needs & invites. 

They will be visible to people living within 5 mile vicinity 

Interested people will come forward.

Healthcare Provider application for iPhone, Android and 

other mobile web versions.

A databank of health information, insurance details, validity, 

membership and ratings.

Google maps integration eases search process for 

Doctors/Dentists/Pharmacy.

INSURANCE
HEALTHCARE INSURER

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
MOBILE@SITE

Multi-platform Decision Support System (DSS) for 

Construction industry.

Captures real-time data monitoring of projects and their 

progress through multiple devices.

Responsive design & supports dashboard view.

Measures the performance using (EVM) Earned Value 

Methods technique.

HEALTHCARE
DOCDAILY

A very useful app that maintains and manages Doctor 

Appointments & schedules.

Details about timing, patients & hospitals.

Available on Google Play Store.

FINANCE
FINANCIAL ADVISER

Helps users to locate nearby Health care providers 

like Doctors, Dentists and Hospitals.

PSearch’s functionality is embedded in iPhone, 

Android & Blackberry platforms.

HEALTHCARE
PSEARCH

LIFE SCIENCES
SOURCEDOCX

SourceDocX is an investigative application that collects & stores data without the need of an EMR                       

(Electronic Medical Record). 

Secure storage of Source Documents & Easy transmission of data.

Designed to reduce monitoring and documentation costs.



SERVICES

We analyze your idea and give you the taste of your imagination – Taking care of everything from design to 

deployment. PRIMESOFT works with the most proficient and tech-savvy app developers having an in-depth 

knowledge of major platforms and frameworks. As a result, we are able to create innovative solutions for an 

increasingly demanding digital audience

ENTERPRISE. EXPERIENCE. EXCELLENCE
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Our end product design
ensures simple user
interactivity coupled
with innovative
high-end features

1

DESIGN

Our developers are
equipped to provide

Real-time solutions to deal
with the ever increasing

digital audience

2

DEVELOPMENT

We’re housed with an
ensemble of testers equipped
with the latest testing tools
commissioned to  take out
every bug dead or alive! 

4

TESTING/QA

ENTERPRISE. EXPERIENCE. EXCELLENCE

To help our clients focus
more on their business,

we send reinforcements
to help run and maintain

your app. 

DEPLOYMENTS



PRIMESOFT’S INDUSTRY SECTORS

Our ability to produce scalable and efficient mobile solutions across various domains has placed us as one of 

the top mobile application development companies.

“Our experts carry deep knowledge in various industries.

“Come to us today to build your mobile application with our experts.”

POWERING MOBILE FRONTIERS THROUGH INNOVATION

FINANCE

LIFE SCIENCE

INSURANCE

SOCIAL MEDIA

HEALTH CARE

PHARMA

EXCELLENCE

TECHONOLOGY
DOMAIN

EXPERTISE



15 Corp Place South Suite # 416, Piscataway NJ 08854, USA

Phone:(732) 562-9100 | Fax:(732) 562-9101

Email: ms-sales@primesoftinc.com

Kakinada, India: 70-1D-1/2, FIRST FLOOR Super Bazar Complex

Kakinada-533003 (A.P.) (INDIA)

Phone: +91 8842343532 

USA Corporate Office

Off-Shore Centers 


